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Q1  He was fond of his grandmother  .She would bathe him , give him breakfast ,preapare his 

bag and take him to the school .While he was in school , she sat in the temple , saying her 

prayers............ 

Complete the story in your own words .(125-150 words)    7m 

Q2 You are going on a school picnic with your classmates and teachers .You are very excited 

.The night before the trip you sit down to write your diary .Describe what you have planned for 

the picnic and how you hope to enjoy yourself there .You are Ramesh .Write your diary in 100-

125 words.5m 

Q3  There is one error in each line , write the incorrect word and their correct word in the 

blanks      1/2 x6= 3m 

                                                       Incorrect     correct 

Kashmir is right called the      ex        right         rightly 

‗ Paradise in the Earth ―,.Its beauty      a) -------     -------- 

is to be see to be believed .                 b) -------      -------- 

The rivers , hills , mountains and         c) -------     -------- 

gardens are the tourist attract.             d) -------    ------------ 

The snow – clad mountains is              e) --------     --------- 

A treat for the eyes.                              f)  -------    ---------- 

Q4 Arrange the jumbled up words and phrases into meaningful sentences 3m. 

1 become /TV /medium / a/ has /powerful/ days /these 

2 people /glued/ children/and /and/ older/remain/it / to 

3 entertainment/all/ become / a great / for /it / has /source of  

Q5 Answer the following (any six) 3x6=18 

1 What is Johnsy‘s illness? What can cure her , the medicine or the willingness to live? 

2  What finally kills the tree? 

3 What incidents during the Everest expedition show Santosh ‗s concern for her team-

mates? 

4 Was Bruno a loving and playful pet? Why then ,did he have to be sent away?  

5 Why is the author deeply embrassed the next day in the school ?  Which words show 

his fear his fear and insecurity ?( A House is Not a Home) 

6 What message does the poet convey through the poem ,‖No Men Are Foreign ? ― 

7 How did Abdul Kalam earn his first wages? 

8 What did George and Harris offer to pack and why ? 

Q6 Answer any one question—4m 

A secure childhood like Kalam‘s is very important for a child‘s growth . Do you agree? 

Or 

Do you think that girls like Santosh are allowed to go to school in village , it will improve 

our society? 


